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Abstract. Antonymic adjectives can be used to express opposing prop-
erties of a meaning dimension. An example of this can be found in wine
tasting notes, where the characteristics of the wine are described using a
number of different dimensions. In this paper, we apply machine learn-
ing methods to find an optimal set of features to describe the adjective
antonym pair thick and thin, and examine the feature space of the width
dimension.
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1 Introduction

Adjectives play the role of expressing attributes and are frequently used in wine
tasting notes to describe opposite sensory properties of wines along various dif-
ferent meaning dimensions. To describe complex characteristics adjectives are
often concatenated in sentences, as seen in the following example from Paul
Gregutt’s tasting note of the Waterbrook 2002 Syrah1: “This hits the palate
with a crisp, clean, thin seam of flavor, balanced but quite light”. In this paper,
we examine the characteristics of adjective antonym pair use in winespeak. The
analysis presented in this paper targets the antonyms thick and thin which were
also part of a study investigating the use of antonymic adjectives in the BNC in
Paradis et al. [1]. It was reported that use patterns relating to the width dimen-
sion suggested a positive negative antonym relation, expressing opposing poles
of the dimension. However, in the case of wine tasting notes, polar opposites of
the width dimension express negative qualities of wines. The differences of the
width dimension in the BNC corpus and Winespeak are shown in Figure 1.

It can be thought of as a double negative relation, where the optimal charac-
teristic can be found in between the normal characteristic in the center and the
outer extremes represented by thick and thin in the width dimension. An exam-
ple of this double negative relation can be seen in Steve Heimoff’s tasting note
1 http://www.winemag.com/buying-guide/waterbrook-2002-shiraz-syrah-syrah-
columbia-valley-wa
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Fig. 1. Relation of thick and thin: BNC corpus (left), Winespeak (right).

of the Woodbridge 2000 Merlot2 expressing negative characteristics with the op-
posing poles of the width dimension: “Feels dry and thin on the palate, with a
thick, unnatually oaky taste”. In this paper, we investigate the double negative
relation of thick and thin in the width meaning dimension that is found in wine
tasting notes. In particular, we extract the representative features of thick and
thin, and examine the feature space of the width dimension by analyzing the
feature weights of two SVM classifiers representing the two negative extremes
thick and thin.

1.1 Data Collection

The target of the analysis in this paper is a corpus that consists of 91,010 wine
tasting notes, or 255,966 sentences, that were collected from the Wine Enthusi-
ast website3. We have analyzed this corpus in previous work to investigate the
changes of adjectives over time in wine tasting notes[2]. The attributes of each
wine, i.e. the date when the note was published or uploaded to the website,
winery, region, and grape variety were collected along with the text of the wine
tasting notes. The tasting notes in the corpus were published from 1999 to 2014.
The corpus was indexed to construct a term document matrix based search en-
gine using GETA4. The words were stemmed and a list of 2,488 adjectives that
frequently occur in wine tasting notes was used as a mask for word selection.

1.2 Features of Thick and Thin

In this section, we will examine the extremities of the width dimension which
are represented by the adjectives thick and thin. A dataset for analysis by SVM
classifier was created using 2,015 wine tasting notes that contain the word thick
as the positive class, and 1,915 wine tasting notes that contain the word thin
as the negative class. The words thick and thin were excluded from the feature

2 http://www.winemag.com/buying-guide/woodbridge-2000-merlot-other
3 http://buyingguide.winemag.com/
4 http://geta.ex.nii.ac.jp/



set. The SVMlight[3] linear kernel classifier was used for model training and
evaluation. Initially an SVM model was trained on all of the corpus data only
for the purpose of feature scoring. The feature score was extracted by analyzing
the weights of features in the SVM model trained on all the data. Features
that have a high positive and negative score are representative of the thick class
and thin class respectively. However some features that only represent a small
portion of wine tasting notes are highly scored, such as wine or winery names.
To overcome this, we analyze the following score: Score(wi) × DF (wi), where
DF (wi) is the document frequency of the feature wi. The characteristic features
of thick and thin that were extracted using this method are shown in Table 1.

Features that are prefixed represent the following attributes of wine tasting
notes: “b:” is the author of the wine tasting note, “c:” is the category of the
wine, and “r:” is the appellation region of the wine in either singular or hierar-
chical form. All other features are words from wine tasting notes. These words
are often used together in wine tasting notes. Of the top representative features,
three of them are authors which suggests that the use of thick and thin is in-
fluenced by their writing style, or the regions that they are assigned to cover:
Michael Schachner (b:michael schachner) reviews wines from Argentina, Chile
and Spain5, Steve Heimoff (b:s.h.) reviewed wines from California6, and Roger
Voss (b:roger voss) reviews wines from Portugal and France7.

The data was split into training and testing sets at a ratio of 9:1 for evaluation
by 10-fold cross validation. The classification performance of an SVM model
trained on all of the features was evaluated as a baseline. Feature selection was
then performed by selecting increasingly larger sets of N top positive and N top
negative score features and evaluating the prediction performance of each set as
proposed in [4]. The set with the best prediction performance is therefore the

Table 1. Top 10 positive and negative features of thick and thin.

Positive (thick) Negative (thin)
# Score(wi)×DF (wi) Feature Score(wi)×DF (wi) Feature

1 11454.6068 tannin -9611.2260 c:red
2 7618.9810 rich -6231.9933 r:us
3 7004.5350 b:michael schachner -5465.6878 fruity
4 5906.1065 ripe -4685.4468 acid
5 4718.4240 black -4026.3960 b:s.h.
6 4440.8616 flavorful -2901.4713 light
7 4081.9250 c:white -2534.4176 dry
8 3901.5460 sweet -2242.2750 b:roger voss
9 3865.6640 full -2190.3577 fresh
10 3649.3768 dark -2039.0682 crisp

5 http://www.winemag.com/taster/michael-schachner/
6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve Heimoff
7 http://www.winemag.com/taster/roger-voss/



optimal feature selection. The classification performance of each feature selection
are shown in Figure 2. Feature selection performance peeks at an F-measure of
0.8873, with the optimal set made up of the top 500 positive and negative scored
features.
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Fig. 2. Feature selection performance of classifying thick and thin by SVM.

2 The feature space of the width dimension

To investigate the complex relation between thick and thin in the width di-
mension, we split the data into three subsets: 2,015 notes that contain the word
thick, 1,925 notes that contain the word thin, and 86,354 notes that do not con-
tain either of the adjectives thick or thin (which we will refer to as other). The
words thick and thin were excluded from the feature set. Two SVM classifiers
were then trained: one with the thick note data as the positive class, and an-
other with the thin note data as the positive class. The other note data was
set as the negative class for both models. The weight score for each feature was
then extracted from the two models. These two scores represent the relevance
of a feature with in the width dimension. A plot visualizing the relation of the
scores in two dimensions is shown in Figure 3.

Feature scores that are around or on the origin have weak relevance to the
weight dimension. Features that have a high score in relation to both the
thick and thin models are representative of the optimal characteristic within the
width dimension. Conversely, features that are negatively scored in relation to



Fig. 3. Scatter plot of feature scores from the thick model and thin model.

both the thick and thin models are representative of the normal characteristic.
The contour lines in the plot represent the peeks of dense clusters of features
around the following areas: a mid-density cluster of features that have negative
scores on both the thick and thin axis, a high density cluster around the origin
that expands out positively on both axes, and two localized high density clusters
of positive scored features on the thick and thin axis respectively. This suggests
that there are many features that describe the normal and negative character-
istics of the width dimension, but the cluster of features that represents the
optimal characteristic is not well defined.

A heat map of the interpolated feature density was plotted, as shown in
Figure 4, to examine the clusters in greater detail. The heat map confirms the
presence of normal and negative characteristic feature clusters. However the den-
sity of features that represent the optimal characteristic of the width dimension
decreases gradually away from the origin.

3 Conclusion

Adjectives play a key role in the description of attributes in wine tasting notes.
In this paper, we analyzed the relation of the thick and thin adjective antonym
pair in the width dimension. Representative features were extracted by analyz-
ing the weight scores of a SVM model trained to classify wine tasting notes that
contain the word thick or thin. A majority of the top 10 positive and negative
features were adjectives that co-occur with thick and thin in wine tasting notes.
To examine the feature space of the width dimension, two SVM models were



Fig. 4. Interpolated feature density heat map.

trained to classify wine tasting notes that contain thick and thin respectively.
Dense feature clusters were identified for the negative and normal characteristic
of the width dimension. However a cluster representing the optimal character-
istic was not well defined.

In future work, we plan to extract the representative features of characteristic
clusters, and propose a method for identifying optimal characteristic features in
the width dimension.
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